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FOR THE READER OF THIS REPORT
Promoting women leaders through self-regulation is a strategic target of Finland Chamber of Commerce. Our goal
is that the best persons are appointed to leadership positions of companies, regardless of their gender. In order to
make this goal reality we have created our Women Leaders Program and this report is a crucial element of the program. The report produces facts for public discussion and food for thought so that the discussion would be based
on facts and not just feelings.
This report is our fourth women executives study. In 2011 we published our study called Men Lead Business Operations of Listed Companies – Women End up in Support Functions that covered all Finnish listed companies. We found
although the number of women on boards had risen sharply for the past few years the number of women on executive team level was still very low, especially on business management.
In 2012 we published our second women executives study called The Glass Ceiling is Cracking – Self-regulation Beats
Quotas where we found that women’s number on corporate boards was still increasing. The same did not apply to
CEO or executive management level, although the number of women in business lead had increased.
Our third study boardroom succes for women – Challenge in business management in 2013 was extended to cover all state-owned companies as well as some of the largest unlisted companies in addition to listed companies.
However, collecting data proved to be challenging as unlisted companies have no obligation to publish governance information on their websites. The study found that in listed companies the share of women in the boards
had continued to increase, and positive development was detected on the executive level. On the other hand, the
share of 36-45-year-old women was found lower than the share of women among 46-55-year-old executives. The
conclusion was that time alone will not solve the problem of the lack of women executives.
In this fourth report we focus purely on listed companies. This report goes further from the previous studies in
covering such issues as directors’ and executives’ professional and educational background and age. With this new
data we aim to deepen our view of the factors that promote women to top positions.
The Finnish model of promoting women’s leadership through self-regulation without legislated quotas attracts international attention. Representatives of Finland Chamber of Commerce have given speeches and presentations on
the subject at many international events on several continents. In order to share our information and experiences
we publish the reports in English in addition to the Finnish version.
The findings of these reports have also inspired the Finland Chamber of Commerce to take further concrete measures to promote women’s leadership. Our second consecutive Mentoring Programme for Women Leaders started
this year, following the success of the first program initiated in 2012.
Helsinki, 19 November 2014
Leena Linnainmaa		

Antti Turunen

Deputy Chief Executive		

Legal Counsel
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PIPELINE OPENING FOR WOMEN EXECUTIVES

This is the fourth women executives report by Finland Chamber of Commerce. In this report we update women directors’
and executives’ situation and reveal the changes since the previous reports. We have also gathered new information on
the professional and educational backgrounds of directors and executives in order to be better able to assess the compositions of listed companies’ leading organs and how women and men are represented in different functions.
In the first part of this report we describe the development of women’s number in the corporate boardrooms of Finnish
listed companies. We also compare the Finnish situation with international statistics. We also study the compositions of
board committees and the impact of nomination committee on the gender distribution of the board. We also study the
professional background of directors and consider the possible reasons for the smaller number of women than men in
corporate boardrooms.
In the second part of the report we describe women’s number in executive management of Finnish listed companies, particularly if the women lead support or business functions and search for differences among different company sizes and
sectors. We also study the age structure of executives, as well as their education and the length of tenure and the differences between women and men in these issues.

Preparation of the report
This report by Finland Chamber of Commerce covers all companies with main listing in Helsinki Stock Exchange, 119
companies (27 large cap, 35 mid cap and 57 small cap). The companies are divided into three categories by their market
capitalization: large-caps (over 1 billion Euros), mid-caps (150 million Euros to 1 billion Euros) and small-caps (under 150
million Euros).
The contents are based on the information given by the listed companies on their websites, as well as various other studies and sources. Data on boards of listed companies was collected during the AGM season in spring 2014, mainly in April.
When the source of the data provided in this report is from outside Finland Chamber of Commerce, we provide information on sources and direct links to them.
Assistant Jenna Pitkänen collected data from the companies’ websites. The results were analyzed by Deputy Chief Executive Leena Linnainmaa and legal counsel Antti Turunen. The English version of the report was written by Leena Linnainmaa.

I. WOMEN IN BOARDROOMS

MORE WOMEN ON CORPORATE BOARDS
WITHOUT QUOTAS

Some ten years ago corporate boards of large companies were male-dominated. Since then the situation has
changed considerably in Finland where both the corporate sector and government have contributed to a
major increase in women’s participation on corporate
boards. The number of women on listed companies’
boards is among the top EU countries. This has been
achieved without quota legislation.
The Finnish business sector has since 2003 taken proactive measures to promote women directors on corporate boards. The target is a balanced situation where
women’s high education and share of the labour force
reflects women’s participation on board. Then companies will find the best possible persons to their boards
and executive positions.
Already in 2003 the gender distribution of listed companies’ boards was in mentioned in the Finnish Corporate Governance Code for listed companies. In spring
2008 the business sector added a recommendation to
the Finnish Corporate Governance Code requiring both
genders to be represented on boards.

land’s Corporate Governance Code in its resolution in
July 2011.1
The recognition was not unjustified considering the active measures taken by the business sector to promote
women directors and the results of these measures. The
Finnish model is well-known and has been covered e.g.
in the Wall Street Journal. 2 Representatives of Finland
Chamber of Commerce have represented the Finnish
experience on such fora as World Chambers Congress
in Doha, Arab Women’s Leadership Forum in Dubai, The
Council of Europe and the World Bank. Many European
Corporate Governance Codes have followed the path
shown by the Finnish Corporate Governance Code.
Considering this success, it is surprising that quotas are
still on the Finnish political agenda and Finland is backing the EU quota directive proposal despite that the
Norwegian example shows that quotas have failed to
increase the number of women executives.

In addition to the business sector, also the government
has taken an active role in promoting women directors. In 2004 the Finnish Government set a target of
40 per cent women board members in state-owned
companies. This ambitious target was reached already
in spring 2006. The current government has issued its
program for equality and is committed to continue a
dialogue with the business sector to promote women
leaders. The government also follows the development
of women’s positions on listed companies’ boards.
The distribution of gender on corporate boards is the
object of wide European and global interest. The European Commission published in 2012 its proposal for a
quota directive. It is evident that women’s participation
had not attracted sufficient interest in some Member
States before the Commission’s proposal as women’s
participation on corporate boards is still very low in
some EU countries.
Finland can be seen as an example how to promote
women’s directorships without quotas. Women’s participation on corporate boards is EU top level. The European Parliament recognized the effectiveness of Fin-
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1 Women and business leadership, European Parliament resolution of 6 July
2011 (2010/2115(INI)), point 6.
2 http://kauppakamari.fi/2014/02/19/wall-street-journal-nostaa-suomen-esimerkkimaaksi-naisten-hallituspaikkojen-edistamisessa/
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One-tier board system in Finland
As a rule, Finnish listed companies use a so-called one-tier governance model, which, in addition to the general
meeting, comprises the board of directors and the managing director (CEO). According to the Limited Liability Companies Act, a company may also have a supervisory board. Very few listed companies have supervisory
boards. Almost all board members in Finland are non-executive.
In practice all listed companies have an executive management team although the Companies Act does not stipulate its existence. The executive management team assists the managing director (CEO) in the performance
of his or her duties. The management team has no official statutory position but, in practice, it has a significant
role in the organisation of the company management.
This study covers the boards, CEOs and executive management teams of all Finnish listed companies.

One-tier board system in Finland
General Meeting of
Shareholders
Auditors
Board of Directors

CEO
Executive
Management Team
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I. WOMEN IN BOARDROOMS

Women on corporate boards
The gender distribution of the board has been mentioned in the Finnish Corporate Governance Code for
Listed Companies since 2003. Since 2008 the Code includes a concrete recommendation that both genders
shall be represented on the board. A deviation of this
recommendation requires a public explanation.

ALL-MALE BOARDS ARE RARE
Women’s share of directorships has increased annually.
In autumn 2014, 91 per cent of listed companies have
both genders on their boards. Last year the figure was
86 per cent, and in 2008 only 51 per cent of listed companies had both genders on their boards. The situation
has changed rapidly.
Only 11 companies have an all-male board and the
number of such companies has decreased annually (13
companies in 2013, 17 in 2012, 26 in 2011). The deviating
companies are small companies with an average market capitalization of less than 40 million Euros. One of
the deviating companies is, however, nowadays a mid
cap company. That company’s market capitalization has
grown since last year to mid cap size. So none of the existing mid caps has returned to an all-male board.
No listed company has a women majority on its board
but one has an equal share of men and women. Approximately half of the listed companies has one female director. It should be noted, however, that the size of Finnish boards is smaller than the international average. E.g.
in small caps the average board size is 5.4 directors.3

THE CG CODE HAS DOUBLED THE
SHARE OF WOMEN DIRECTORS
When we regard the total number of all directors, the
development has been equally positive. The number of
women’s directorships increased in 2014 by eight seats
compared to eight seats. At the same time men’s directorships increased by ten seats.
Women’s share of directorships of Finnish listed companies is 23 per cent in 2014 whereas the figure was only 7
per cent in 2003. The increase has been quick and women’s share is now more than three times higher than it
was 10 years ago.

3 Annual Corporate Governance Study by Finland Chamber of Commerce,
2014, page 17 (Finnish only) http://kauppakamari.fi/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/cg-selvitys-2014.pdf
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The figure in next page shows that the share of women’s directorships has doubled since the issuance of the
Corporate Governance Code of 2008 requiring both
genders to be represented on the boards of listed companies. The change is rapid as it has happened in six
years without quotas and the share in 2008 was already
12 per cent which is still higher than many EU countries
have even today.
It is noteworthy that the development has been
achieved without legislated quotas such as in Norway
or France and without employee representation.

I. WOMEN IN BOARDROOMS

Gender composition in Boards of
Finnish listed companies
- Impact of the CG Code
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I. WOMEN IN BOARDROOMS

The Finnish Corporate Governance Code has proved its effectiveness
The recommendation of the Finnish Corporate Governance Code requiring both genders to be represented on
the board has proved to be a powerful tool in increasing women’s directorships in listed companies. The recommendation differs from the corporate governance codes of other EU countries for its requirement of transparency concerning the reasons why a listed company has an all-male board. Women’s representation on boards of
Finnish listed companies is among the top EU figures without legislated quotas.
The Finnish Corporate Governance Recommendation of 2003 was the first national code in the world to mention
the sex of board members:
It is imperative for the board’s work and its effective functioning that the board is composed of directors with
versatile and mutually complementary capabilities and skills. The age mix and the proportions of both sexes can
also be taken into account in the composition of the board.
This text was included in the Code by the business sector’s own initiative. It was not a strong approach but it was
a beginning and helped to pave way for a stronger approach later.
In 2008, an updated Finnish Corporate Governance Code was issued. Recommendation 9 of the Finnish Corporate Governance Code for Listed Companies now states as follows:
Both genders shall be represented on the board.
This recommendation has been applicable from the first annual general meeting held after 1 January 2010. The
recommendation was kept unchanged in the updated Corporate Governance Code issued in June 2010.
If a company does not comply with the recommendation, it must account for and explain the deviation from the
Code. Actually, although some other national codes handle diversity on the boards, the Finnish Code is the only
one requiring an explanation if both genders are not represented on the board of a company. This requirement
is what makes it effective.
The general experience in the Finnish market is that most companies are reluctant to depart from the Code due
to the publicity of the departure. So there was confidence that a recommendation requiring an explanation if
not complied with will have an effect. This confidence was not unfounded.
In 2008, when the Code was issued, only 51 per cent of Finnish listed companies had a female board member
while 49 per cent of the companies had all-male boards. After the recommendation was given, the ratio soon
started to change. In 2009, already 59 per cent of the companies had at least one female board member even
though the recommendation had not yet entered into force.
In spring 2010, the number of companies with at least one woman board member rose to 74 per cent of all listed companies. This can be seen as a success as the change from 51 to 74 per cent happened in two years and
without much controversy. In spring 2011, the number rose to 78 per cent, in 2012 to 86 per cent, in 2013 to 89
per cent and in 2014 to 91 per cent.
There are now 11 listed companies with an all-male board (13 in 2013). With one exception the deviating companies are small caps with an average market value of 37.6 million Euros. One company with an all-male board
has grown from small to mid cap size. All large caps have complied with the recommendation since it entered
into force.
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Deviations to be explained
The Finnish Corporate Governance Code is based on the Comply or Explain principle. The Code is binding for
listed companies as a part Stock Exchange regulations. If a company does not comply with a recommendation
of the Code, it must account for and explain the departure from the recommendation. This requires public disclosure. A company must disclose that it complies with the Code, and provide information on any departures as
well as their explanations on its website and in its annual Corporate Governance Statement.
Finland Chamber of Commerce has followed the quality of the explanation.
We find the quality of the explanations to have ameliorated although for some companies the duty still seems
to be a challenge. Those companies are small caps with very limited resources.
In spring 2014 listed companies issued their corporate governance statements for 2013. At that time 13 companies deviated from the recommendation. Two companies did not report or explain the departure although a
deviation clearly existed. Some companies still gave a rather general explanation such as:
“The Board of Directors does not include representatives of both genders as this has not been necessary considering the requirements of the operation and the development stage of the company.”
The following explanation refers to instructions given by major shareholders:
“The Company deviates from recommendation 22 to elect members to the Appointments Committee in that one
member to the Committee is elected from outside the Board of Directors, as per the company’s Administrative Instructions, from among the representatives of major shareholders who have significant voting rights. The Board
views this exception as justified, taking into consideration the company’s ownership structure and the possibility
to consider the expectations of major shareholders as early as in the preparation phase of selecting members of
the Board of Directors.”
In the following explanation the company explains the process and roles the different company organs giving
a rather clear picture of the situation:
”According to the Finnish Governance Code, one element of a diverse composition of the board is to have both
genders represented on the board (Recommendation 9). The Company has departed from this recommendation,
as the Annual General Meeting held on April 11, 2013 did not elect both genders to the Board of Directors. The
proposal adopted by the Annual General Meeting regarding the composition of the Board was made by shareholders who represented approximately 49.9% of the shares of the Company. Such shareholders were informed
about the content of Recommendation 9 by the Board of Directors of the Company. According to the information
received, the shareholders who made the proposal, on the one hand, wanted to emphasize the continuity of the
Board composition due to foreseen focus areas in the Board work and did not, on the other hand, in view of the
size and nature of the Company´s operations, consider it appropriate to increase the number of the Board members from the previous five members. The management of the Company and the composition of the Board are
thereby based on strong ownership steering and, thus, the main shareholders have a significant representation
in the Company´s Board. The Company does not have a nomination committee.”
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Women directors in different sizes of companies
Since 2011, the share of women on the boards of Finnish
listed companies has increased from 18 to 23 per cent.
With the exception of the current year, the percentage
has increased steadily in all sizes of listed companies.
During the current and previous years the increase in
mid caps was less than one percentage point whereas
in small caps the increase continued steadily. In large
caps a slight decrease of women’s directorships was detected but it should be noted that the number of those
companies is small (27) and changes in individual companies are clearly visible in the overall numbers.

27 NEW WOMEN DIRECTORS IN
2014
Company size has a considerable impact on women’s
share of directorships. In large cap companies women
have more than29 per cent of directorships in Finland,
whereas the figure is 23 per cent for mid caps and 20
per cent for small caps. The same phenomenon exists
in other countries too that large companies have relatively more women directors than smaller listed companies.

ships increased by 10 seats. This means that the overall
number of board seats increased slightly in 2014, and
women’s share of these new seats was almost 45 per
cent.

WOMEN’S SHARE OF NEW BOARD
SEATS WAS 45 %
The Finnish statistics are still among EU top, so there is
no reason to overreact at the slower pace of development.
As it is elaborated later in this report, a considerabley
number of directors have previous experience on line
management, often CEO experience. The situation is
clear: if we cannot increase women’s number in business management on C-suite level, it cannot either be
expected that women’s directorships increase considerably as the figures are relatively high already. Quotas
are no answer to the reasons behind the small number
of women executives with business management experience.

The number of women directors increased also in 2014
when 27 new women directors were elected and the
overall number of women’s directorships increased by
8 seats. At the same time the number of men’s director-
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International comparison
The share of women directors differs considerably in
the different European countries, not to speak of the
global situation. The highest figures are seen in Iceland
and Norway due to their strict quota legislation which,
however, has failed to promote women to executive positions.
The figures in Finland have been for many years among
EU top level. This is the case also this year, even though
Finland hasn’t legislated quotas. The achievement is to
a large extent due to self-regulatory action of the business sector, particularly the Finnish Corporate Code for
Listed Companies.
The achievement is excellent also regarding the relatively small size of Finnish listed companies.
Comparisons should be made only among large companies as in most countries statistics only exist for large
companies, although in Finland we collect the data for
small listed companies, too. Different governance models should also be taken into account.

Sources:
Finland: Finland Chamber of Commerce 2014 (the figure includes CEOs when serving as a board member)
1: Although not an EU country, Norway is included as an
important benchmark. Statistisk sentralbyrå: http://www.
ssb.no/en/virksomheter-foretak-og-regnskap/statistikker/
styre (2014)
2: AFEP-MEDEF 2014
3: 2nd october 2014 BoardsEx and Women on Boards Davies Review Annual Reports
4: FidAR Women-on-Board-Index I, 30.9.2014
5: CECGA monitoring of the listed companies (2013)
6: Komitéen for god Selskabsledelse: http://corporategovernance.dk/file/502341/koensfordeling-i-selskabers-bestyrelse-14-august-2014.pdf
7: Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários (2014)
8: Hellenic Corporate Governance Council (2014)
Other countries: Gender balance on corporate boards,
2014, European Commission (September 2014)
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Legislated quotas or corporate governance codes
In the following we report figures from different countries for which we have checked locally produced reports.
The countries are presented in the order of which they
have women directors (from most to least women directors). However, for some countries the figure applies to
all, even small, listed companies while for other countries data is available only for large companies. When
making comparisons it is important to remember that
large listed companies have in average more women on
boards than small listed companies. It should also be
noted that board structures differ in different countries.
Some countries have mixed boards with both executive
and non-executive directors whereas the Nordic model
is that board members are almost exclusively non-executive.
The highest number of directors can be found in two
Nordic countries, Iceland and Norway. Both countries
have legislated quotas.
Finland has achieved a high number of women directors without quotas through its corporate governance
code.
When Fortune Global 200 companies are compared,
it is interesting to see that the average share of women directors does not differ significantly between the
countries where quotas have been legislated (24.3%)
and the countries with the private sector initiatives such
as board gender or diversity requirements in corporate
governance codes (23.2%).4
In general, women make up a higher percentage of directors in developed markets (11.8%, up from 11.2% last
year) than they do in emerging markets (7.4%, both 2013
and 2012).5

Iceland – quotas increase women’s directorships
In 2010 the Icelandic Parliament implemented a gender quota. The quota aims at minimum 40% board participation from each sex and is applicable to publicly
owned and publicly limited companies with more than
50 employees.
In Iceland, the share of women on boards of listed companies in 2013 was almost 50% compared to 10% in
2007.6

Norway – high numbers with quotas
In Norwegian public companies (appr 300 companies)
the gender mix is 60/40, while in private companies it is
82/18 on the board level.7
In public companies, the Managing Director cannot
have a seat at the board. Norwegian listed companies
have almost always non-executive boards.

France – women’s directorships increasing
In France women’s share of directorships has increased
considerably recently. To a large extent this is due to the
quota legislation enacted in in 2011.
The share of women’s directorships in large French
companies (SBF 120 ja CAC 40) has increased as follows
between 2011-2014:8

SBF 120
2011

2012

2013

2014

17,2 %

21,9 %

26,6 %

29,7 %

CAC 40

4 https://enterprisingwomen.com/the-connector/2014-cwdi-report-women-board-directors-of-fortune-global-200-2004-2014.html
5 http://www.theguardian.com/women-in-leadership/2013/may/21/
can-voluntary-change-succeed
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2011
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21,1 %

25,2 %

29,3 %

31,5 %

6 http://www.atvinnuvegaraduneyti.is/media/Acrobat/140122-Konur-i-stjornum-fyrirtaekja.pdf
7 http://www.ssb.no/en/virksomheter-foretak-og-regnskap/statistikker/styre
8 AFEP, Association française des entreprises privées, information received
27.9.2013ja 9.10.2014.
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Sweden returns to an increasing share of women directors

There are now no all-male boards in the FTSE 100, while
there were 2 in March 2014 and 21 in 2011.

In Sweden, women’s directorships did not increase in
2012 and 2013. In 2013 women’s share in listed companies decreased to 22.3 per cent9 from 22.7 per cent in
2012. In 2011 the figure was 22.9 %.10

Altogether 39 companies now have 25% or better women’s representation on their boards, up from 36 in March
2014. However, 7 companies have moved from above
25% representation to below since March 2014. Overall,
there are 17 companies in the FTSE 100 whose women’s
representation figures have fallen in the last 6 months.

In 2014 the figure started going up again. Now women
hold 24.7 of directorships in Swedish listed companies.11
Even in Sweden women’s share is higher in large caps
than in smaller listed companies ( 2014: 29.1 %).12

Finland – success through CG Code
In large listed companies women hold 29 per cent of directorships, 23 per cent in mid caps and 20 per cent in
small caps, overall figure being 23 per cent.
Women hold 20.7 per cent of executive management
team positions.

The United Kingdom – women’s directorships
increasing
The share of women directors has risen in the UK especially since the government set the target of achieving
25 per cent female directors in 2015. The UK case makes
it evident that clear target-setting can make a change
without quotas.
The UK Department for Business, Innovation & Skills
published on 9 October 2014 its report Women on
boards: 6 month monitoring report - October 201413. The
report includes statistics on FTSE 100 and FTSE 250
companies. The following figures are from that report.
In FTSE 100 companies women now account for 22.8%
of overall board directorships, up from 20.7% in March
2014 and 12.5% in 2011.
Also in UK, there is a clear difference between the executive and non-executive positions as women account
for 27.9% of non-executive directorships and 8.4% of executive directorships.

9 http://www.dn.se/ekonomi/farre-kvinnor-i-borsbolagen/
10 AP2 Index of Female Representation in publicly-quoted companies:
boards, executive managements and employees. A study conducted by Nordic Investor Services, June 2012. http://www.ap2.se/Global/Kvinnoindex/
NIS%20AP2%20Fem%20Rep%20Index%20english.pdf
11 Andra AP-fondens Kvinnoindex 2014 http://www.ap2.se/Global/Kvinnoindex/NIS%20AP2%20Kvinnoindex%202014.pdf
12 Ibid.
13 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/women-on-boards-6-month-monitoring-report-october-2014

The pace of change is still good in the UK as 31.8% of all
new appointments went to women in the last 6 months,
although the figure is down from 35.5% in the previous
6 months.
In FTSE 250 companies women now account for 17.4%
of overall board directorships, up from 15.6% in March
2014 and 7.8% in 2011.
The difference between women’s share of executive
and non-executive positions is remarkable as women
account for 22% of non-executive directorships and
5.1% of executive directorships.
There are now 28 all-male boards (11%) in the FTSE 250,
while there were 48 in March 2014 and 131 in 2011.
Altogether 64 companies now have 25% or better women’s representation on their boards, up from 51 in March
2014. There have been 44 new female appointments
in the last 6 months; there were 33 in the previous 6
months.
Women’s share of directorships continues to increase as
24.3% of all new appointments went to women in the
last 6 months, although the figure is down from 33.3%
in the previous 6 months.

Belgium
In Belgium, BEL 20 companies have 19.2 per cent women directors.14 During the previous three years, the figure had stagnated between 10 and 13%. It now seems
that companies may reach the legislated target 33% in
time before January 2017.

14 L’ECHO, 20.2.2014, page 19, article with the headline Les conseils d’administration du Bel 20 comptent 20 % de femmes
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Germany

Men held nearly 90% of the board seats.22

In the 160 DAX, MDAX, SDAX and TecDAX companies
women hold 18.94 per cent of supervisory board seats
and 5.73 per cent of management board (Vorstand)
seats.15

Nearly one-fifth of the 200 largest companies in the
world still have no women directors. The majority of
these companies come from the Japan, China and
South Korea.23

In the DAX companies the figures are slightly higher. In
those 30 large companies women hold 23.4 per cent
of supervisory board seats (13.4% in the beginning of
2011).16 On executive level figures are much lower as
women hold only 7 per cent of management board
seats.17

USA

The German government has agreed to legislate 30 per
cent quotas for supervisory boards in 2016.18

In Fortune 500 companies women held 16.9% of board
seats in 2013 —no change from 2012 (16.6%). In both
2012 and 2013, less than one-fifth of companies had
25% or more women directors, while one-tenth had no
women serving on their boards.24

The number of companies without women on boards
is decreasing in Germany as 29 (18.1 %) of the 160 DAX,
MDAX, SDAX and TecDAX companies have all-male supervisory and management boards while the figure was
74 companies in January 2011 (46.3 %).19

US boards have seen little progress on gender diversity
for over a decade. The proportion of female directors is
highest among S&P 500 companies, at 16.9%; it is lower
at S&P Midcaps (13.5%) and S&P Smallcaps (11.3%). In all
three of these indices, the level of female representation has risen by fewer than 5 percentage points since
2001.25

EU average in large listed companies

Canada

In average, 18.6% of board members of the largest publicly listed companies in the EU are women.20 The figure
is from April 2014 and the previous figure was 17.8% in
October 2013.
In five EU Member States – Latvia, France, Finland, Sweden and the Netherlands – women account for at least
a quarter of board members in large listed companies.

The 2013 Catalyst Census: Financial Post 500 Women
Board Directors found that 15.9 per cent of board seats
in corporate Canada were held by women, an increase
of just 1.5 percentage points since 2011. Approximately
40 per cent of companies had no women board directors, and although one-fifth of companies have 25 per
cent or more women serving on their boards, more than
one-third have no women on their boards.26

Slovakia

Spain

In Slovakia, for the year 2013, the average of women as
members of the Board is 18 %.21

In Spain, IBEX 35 companies have 15.6 per cent women
directors (13.5% in 2012 and 12.1 in 2011). 91.4 per cent
of those companies have both genders represented.
Out of those women directors 72 per cent are independent directors and 4 per cent are executive directors.27

Fortune Global 200
In 2014, the percentage of women board directors of
the Fortune Global 200 is 17.3%. Men still hold 82.7%
of the board seats. In 2004, the percentage of women
board directors of the Fortune Global 200 was 10.4%.

15 WOMEN-ON-BOARD-INDEX I, 25.06.2014, http://www.fidar.de/webmedia/
documents/wob-index/140625_WoB-Index_I_Internet.pdf
16 Situation 31.5.2014. http://www.pwc.de/de/pressemitteilungen/2014/frauenanteil-in-dax-aufsichtsraeten-steigt-weiter-unternehmen-bleiben-aber-unter-30-prozent-quote.jhtml
17 http://www.diw.de/de/diw_01.c.486808.de/themen_nachrichten/frauenanteil_in_dax_30_vorst_nden_steigt_wieder.html
18 http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/cdu-and-spd-agree-on-gender-quota-in-german-boardrooms-a-934155.html
19 WOMEN-ON-BOARD-INDEX I, 25.06.2014, http://www.fidar.de/webmedia/
documents/wob-index/140625_WoB-Index_I_Internet.pdf
20 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/gender-equality/files/womenonboards/wob-factsheet_2014_en.pdf
21 Information received 9 October 2014 from the Central European Corporate Governance Association
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The number of female directors is rising in Spain, although slowly. Spain has legislated quotas but they are
not sanctioned.

22 https://enterprisingwomen.com/the-connector/2014-cwdi-report-women-board-directors-of-fortune-global-200-2004-2014.html
23 Ibid.
24 http://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/2013-catalyst-census-fortune-500-women-board-directors
25 http://www.theguardian.com/women-in-leadership/2013/may/21/can-voluntary-change-succeed
26 http://www.catalyst.org/catalyst-accord-women-corporate-boards-canada
27 http://www.cnmv.es/DocPortal/Publicaciones/Informes/IAGC_
IBEX35_2013.pdf page 22-23.
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Denmark

having at least one female executive.32

In Denmark,28 the board’s of listed companies have
72.55% men, 14.70% women and 12.75% foreigners. For
some reason or other the gender of the foreign directors is not reported. These figures include employee representatives.
When AGM elected directors are regarded, men hold
72.67% of the seats, women 11.22% and 16.11% are foreigners. When employee representatives are regarded,
women hold 28.83% of the seats.

Greece
In Greece women hold 9.22% of directorships in Large
Cap (25 companies). For all listed companies (237) the
figure is 10.73%.29

Portugal
In Portugal30 women in executive positions in boards
was 7% as of December 2013. For the same period the
percentage of women in non-executive positions was
9%. When compared with the previous year these numbers show a slight improvement.
As in previous years, none of the listed companies had
a chair woman.
In 2012, the percentage of women in executive board
positions was 4.9% while non-executive board positions
amounted to 6%.

Japan – the bottom of the industrialiased
world
The worst-ranking industrialised country in the world
for female representation is Japan, with 1.1% female directors.31
Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has set a goal of increasing the percentage of women in executive positions in the country’s companies to more than 30 percent by 2020. He also called for each Japanese company
to have at least one female executive. Behind this measure is the fact that women hold just 1.6 percent of executive roles at Japanese public companies, and only
15 per cent of its companies meet the requirement of

28 http://corporategovernance.dk/file/502341/koensfordeling-i-selskabers-bestyrelse-14-august-2014.pdf
29 Information received 22 October 2014 from Hellenic Corporate Governance Council.
30 Information received 17 October 2014 from CMVM.
31 http://www.theguardian.com/women-in-leadership/2013/may/21/
can-voluntary-change-succeed

32 http://thinkprogress.org/economy/2014/01/02/3111731/japan-womenboards-goal/
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The failure of quotas to promote women executives - unintended consequences of
quota legislation
The Norwegian experience show that quotas for boards do not lead to more women executives. This observation
has been reported in our previous women executive studies and today in many other sources, eg. in a Discussion Paper on Norway published by the European Commission.33 A study published in June 2014 conducted by
professors of four different universities found that quotas have not increased the number of women executives
in Norway.34
In Norway an unintended consequence of the quota legislation seems to be that when recruiting very many new
women directors simultaneously, some women with a promising career have left their jobs to become board
professionals thus in a way ensuring that they will not be appointed to CEO or C-suite executive positions. Quotas have ensured access to boards but have not helped to solve the real problem and on the contrary may have
contributed to fewer women becoming CEOs or line management executives. Actually Sweden and Finland have
more women on executive management team level in listed companies than Norway.

The golden skirt phenomenon
The Norwegian quota legislation has produced a so-called golden skirt phenomenon. When quotas are enforced, many new women candidates are needed at the same time. In Norway one woman board professional
holds eight directorships in public companies.35
Eight women in Norway but only two men have held in average more than four board seats between 2007 and
2010. Furthermore, 21 women and only nine men have had an average of more than three board seat in listed
companies during 2007-2010. The accumulation of board seats has shifted from men to women in Norway. 36

Fewer public companies
Sanctioned quota legislation may be a barrier to stock exchange listing especially for SMEs. The Norwegian
quota law covers all public companies, not merely all listed companies. During the existence of the quotas, the
number of public companies in Norway has decreased from over 600 to merely over 300. The quotas have played
a major role in this regrettable development but they are not the only factor.37The risk of a decreasing number
of listed companies should be taken seriously. Quotas should not be legislated where self-regulation functions.

Impact on stock price
Enacting quota legislation may have some impact on stock price. This was shown in a study by the University of
Michigan concerning Norway where the study found that the constraint imposed by the quota caused a significant drop in the stock price at the announcement of the law.38

Larger boards
Quota legislation evidently increases the number of board seats when current directors hold their seat but new
ones must still be elected. We have found anecdotal evidence of this development in our discussions with small
listed companies with all-male boards. If the number of directors grows for no other reason than adding women
members, the composition may be too large for effective board work.

33 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/gender-equality/files/exchange_of_good_practice_no/no_discussion_paper_no_2012_en.pdf pages 9-10.
34 Breaking the Glass Ceiling? The Effect of Board Quotas on Female Labor Market Outcomes in Norway, June 2014, Marianne Bertrand, Chicago Booth School of Business, CEPR
IZA and NBER; Sandra E. Black, University of Texas, Austin, IZA and NBER; Sissel Jensen, Norwegian School of Economics; Adriana Lleras-Muney, UCLA and NBER
https://www.utexas.edu/cola/_files/jd25763/norway_boards_5_2014.pdf , http://www.nber.org/papers/w20256
35
36
37
38
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InnsideBørsen Q1 2012, Tema: Makt og kjønn, Burson-Marstelle, 22.1.2012, http://burson-marsteller.no/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/InnsideBørsen-Q1-2012.pdf
The ”Golden Skirts”: Changes in board composition following gender quotas on corporate boards, Morten Huse, BI Norwegian Business School
Information received from Oslo Stock Exchange.
The Changing of the Boards: The Impact on Firm Valuation of Mandated Female Board Representation. Kenneth R. Ahern, Amy K. Dittmar. http://webuser.bus.umich.edu/adittmar/NBD.SSRN.2011.05.20.pdf
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Women’s ratio on boards and executive
management teams
The proponents of quotas often justify their opinion by
the belief that more women directors will lead to more
women executives. As we base our opinions on facts,
we wanted to study if there is such a correlation. The
answer is a clear no.

GENDER COMPOSITION OF
BOARDS DOES NOT AFFECT
GENDER RATIO OF EXECUTIVES
In the comparison of boards and executive management teams we found no correlation between the gender ratios of these two organs. It can be that a company
has 50 per cent women on the board of directors but
no women in the executive management team. On the
other hand, there are companies with a high ratio of
women executives but no women on the board.
The following figure elaborates the situation in Finnish
large cap companies. Some large cap companies have a
high number of women directors but no women executives. In only three companies the percentage of women is higher in the executive management team than on
the board. Contrary to large companies small cap companies often have higher proportion of women in executive positions than on board level.
All in all, the conclusion is the same for all sizes of companies - no correlation between the board and the executive management team exists. This result indicates
that quota legislation for boards will not affect gender
distribution on the executive level. The Norwegian experience on gender quotas has also shown that board
quotas are ineffective in influencing the executive level.

Women's ratio on boards and executive management teams
–
large cap companies
60 %
50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
Board of directors

Executive management team
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Accumulation of directorships
In Finland accumulation of directorships in listed companies to same persons – men or women – is not a particular problem because board positions are divided
among a large number of people.
In 2014 there are 757 board positions in Finnish listed
companies, and women hold 177 of the seats (23%).
The seats are divided between 652 persons, 504 of
them men and 148 women. Directors hold an average
of 1.2 directorships in the Finnish listed companies. The
average is the same for both men and women.

Accumulation of
board positions
Members with many board positions
Members with one board position
12 %

WOMEN AND MEN HOLD 1.2
DIRECTORSHIPS IN AVERAGE
88 %

In Finland there isn’t any significant difference between
men and women regarding accumulation of directorships. Most women and men (576 persons) hold just one
seat and merely 76 persons have more than one. Two
directorships are held by 60 people, 40 of them men.
Three seats are held by 12 people, 9 of them men. Four
seats are held by 5 persons, four of them are men. Only
one man holds five directorships.
Women’s share of multiple directorships follows women’s share of directorships in general. The golden skirt
phenomenon does not exist in Finland. Accumulation
of directorships has not increased since 2013.

Accumulation of board positions
5 board positions

4 board positions
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Women in board committees
The Finnish Corporate Governance Code for Listed
Companies recognizes three committees: audit committee, nomination committee and remuneration
committee.

WOMEN HOLD MANY AUDIT
COMMITTEE SEATS
Women’s share of committee seats depends on the
committee. Women are strongly represented in audit
committees. As many as 34.1 per cent of audit committee members are women, which is more than women’s average share of directorships. So it can be said that
women are slightly over-represented in audit committees.
Women’s share of remuneration committee seats is
considerably lower than audit committee seats. Only
19.1 per cent of remuneration committee members are
women. The fewest women are found in nomination
committees where women’s share is merely 14.3 per
cent. This means that women’s share of nomination and
remuneration committee seats is lower than women’s
share of directorships.

Women’s committee seats were also studied in the
Bachelor’s Thesis of Niklas Virtanen for Aalto University
Business School (Spring 2013) The Role of Women Directors in Finnish Boardrooms – Examination of Committee
Memberships. The study covers all Finnish listed companies for years 2007–2011.39
The study indicates that women directors are favored in
the selection to at least one committee, as well as in selection of audit committee members, whereas director’s
gender is irrelevant in the appointment of nomination
and compensation committee members. Mr Virtanen
finds that women directors are given true responsibility in the decision-making of the board.
The results support our self-regulatory system. In the international discussion it is often stated that when women are elected to directors because of outside pressure
they are not given real decision-making responsibility
in board work. It is very pleasing that in Finland women
are often appointed to audit committees which have an
essential role in listed companies.

WOMEN UNDER-REPRESENTED IN
NOMINATION COMMITTEES
It can be also noted that women’s share of chairmanships of nomination and remuneration committees is
almost non-existent when altogether three nomination or remuneration committees have a woman as the
chairperson.

39 http://kauppakamari.fi/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Niklas-Virtanen-Bachelors-Thesis.pdf
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The impact of nomination committees on
the gender distribution of boards
Women’s lower share of nomination committee seats
raises the question whether women’s participation on
those committees could contribute to more women’s
directorships.

NO CLEAR CORRELATION BETWEEN
THE GENDER OF NOMINATION
COMMITTEE AND BOARD
MEMBERS
Statistics show no clear correlation between women’s
seats in nomination committees and women’s directorships in the same company.
In large cap companies women hold in average a third
of directorships when there is a female member in the
nomination committee. In large cap companies with
an all-male nomination committee women hold one
fourth of directorships.

Nomination Committees’s influence

33 %

Female member
No female member
No Nomination Committee

Women’s share on boards

30 %
28 %
24 %
22 %

25 %
18 %

18 %
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22
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In mid caps women’s share of directorships is 22 per
cent if there is a woman in the nomination committee
and 18 per cent if not. On the other hand, in small caps
the share of women is higher (26%) if the nomination
committee has only male members while women’s
share of directorships is 24 per cent if the nomination
committee has a female member.
Depending on company size, women’s share can be
higher if the company has no nomination committee. It
seems that company size has more impact on the gender distribution of the board than the composition or
existence of a nomination committee.

I. WOMEN IN BOARDROOMS

Women chairpersons
Women’s share of chairmanships is not as often discussed as women’s directorships in general. The reason may be that quotas cannot be used to increase the
number of women chairpersons.
Only 4 per cent of chairpersons of Finnish listed companies are women (5 companies). One of them in large
caps, two in mid caps and two in small caps.

4 % WOMEN CHAIRPERSONS
In Sweden the share of female chairpersons is close to
the Finnish figure: 4.8 %.40

40 Andra AP-fondens Kvinnoindex 2014 http://www.ap2.se/Global/Kvinnoindex/NIS%20AP2%20Kvinnoindex%202014.pdf
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The background of directors
Often the studies on women directors are limited to the
share of women’s directorships. It is often forgotten that
directorships are the top of a carreer path. Quotas don’t
remedy the lack of suitable experience.

MEN HAVE CEO EXPERIENCE TWICE
AS OFTEN AS WOMEN

79 % OF DIRECTORS HAS
EXPERIENCE ON BUSINESS
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

Most directors (62 %) have CEO experience in a listed
or unlisted company. The difference in this respect is
significant between men and women. The majority of
men have CEO background whereas women have that
background only half as often.

We believe that most directors are selected among persons with experience on business operations management, such as line management and most often as a
CEO. Leadership of support functions does not lead as
often to board positions.

Directors with other than business operations background have most often CFO or financing background.
Legal, HR, marketing or communications are the most
seldom found backgrounds among board members. It
is noteworthy than in those positions women’s share is
the largest (see later in this report).

In the Corporate Governance study of Finland Chamber
of Commerce of spring 2014, the background of all directors were studied for the first time.41 The data support the belief that special emphasis in board recruitment is placed on experience of business operations
management. Altogether 79 per cent of directors of
Finnish listed companies have such a background.

41 In Finnish only: http://kauppakamari.fi/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/
cg-selvitys-2014.pdf –
.

When we study the small number of directors with
background in legal or HR, women’s share among them
rises. Women actually are over-represented among the
directors whose background is in HR or legal affairs. This
seems to indicate that the recruitment of women to
boards requires to look for candidates in support functions when business operations management is seldom
in women’s hands in listed companies.
However, even though women directors have significantly less seldom CEO background than men, the
majority (57%) of even female directors have their
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background either as CEO or otherwise in business operations management.
The figures should be also compared to the share of
women in business operations management of listed
companies – 10 per cent of those positions are held
by women. As long as that figure is so low, it is unfounded to believe that women’s share of directorships can increase rapidly from the current relatively
high numbers. A breakthrough is first needed for women executives in business operations management.

10% OF DIRECTORS HAVE
BACKGROUND IN THE COMPANY
Only 10 per cent of Finnish directors have a career behind them in the company where she or he holds a directorship. In those cases it is typical that the retiring
CEO has become a board member.
This means also that 90 per cent of directors are elected
from outside the company. Directorship is not an automatic acknowledgement or reward of a successful career in the company.

Background of board members
CEO experience
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Promoting women on boards
Quota legislation
It is clear that women are under-represented in leadership positions in large companies almost everywhere. The
discussion on quotas continues in Finland and elsewhere. Quota legislation has been enacted in several European countries, such as Belgium, France, Iceland, Italy, Norway, Spain and the Netherlands. The new German government has agreed to legislate 30 per cent quotas in 2016.
Annex 2 of our last year’s women executives study contains information on quota legislation in different European countries.42
The European Commission has given two proposals for directives, the so-called quota directive43 proposed by
Vice-President Viviane Reding as well a directive on board composition diversity policy reporting proposed by
Commissioner Michel Barnier. 44 The quota directive includes the aim of attaining a 40% objective of the under-represented sex in non-executive board-member positions in publicly listed companies, with the exception
of small companies. The European Parliament has voted for the quota directive. A minority of the EU Member
States blocked the proposal but currently a compromise proposal of the Italian EU Presidency is under discussion.
The directive requiring board diversity policy reporting has been agreed on. It will require listed companies with
the exception of small companies to provide a description of the company’s diversity policy for its administrative, management and supervisory bodies with regard to aspects such as age, gender, geographical diversity,
educational and professional background, the objectives of this diversity policy, how it has been implemented
and the results in the reporting period. If the company has no such policy, the statement shall contain a clear
and reasoned explanation as to why this is the case.
The thresholds for application of the two directive proposals differ from each other reflecting the lack of coordination in the preparation of the two proposals originating from different units of the European Commission.

Quotas have failed to promote women executives
Norway was the first country to legislate binding and sanctioned quotas for boards of public companies. After
the first years of enthusiasm Norway has woken up to realize that quotas have failed to promote women to top
executive positions. The Prime Minister of Norway, Ms Erna Solberg Solberg said in an interview that “I don’t think
you can use quotas to get more women into the corporate world,” and continued that “You have to give women
more opportunities to build better CVs.”45
The new Prime Minister was spot on. Board memberships are just the tip of the iceberg. The real issue is that very
few women advance to top business management positions. The quotas in Norway have not made it happen
that women would be appointed CEOs or executive management teams any more than in other countries. This
finding is included in a report on Norway published by the European Commission.46 Finland Chamber of Commerce has found in its previous studies that Sweden and Finland have more women executives than Norway.
The inefficiency of quotas to promote women executives has been widely covered in articles recently. A study
published in June 2014 conducted by professors of four different universities found that quotas have not increased the number of women executives in Norway.47

42 http://naisjohtajat.fi/files/2012/05/naisjohtajaselvitys-2013eng.pdf
43 Proposal for a DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on improving the gender balance among non-executive directors of companies listed on stock exchanges and related measures, 14.11.2012, COM(2012) 614 final, 2012/0299 (COD)
44 Proposal for a DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL amending Council Directives 78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC
as regards disclosure of nonfinancial and diversity information by certain large companies and groups, 16.4.2013, COM(2013) 207 final, 2013/0110 (COD)
45 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-10-08/sex-gap-alive-and-kicking-in-norway-as-women-rule-in-politics.html?goback=%2Egde_4728626_member_5793658515310530560#%21
46 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/gender-equality/files/exchange_of_good_practice_no/no_discussion_paper_no_2012_en.pdf s. 9-10.
47 Breaking the Glass Ceiling? The Effect of Board Quotas on Female Labor Market Outcomes in Norway, June 2014, Marianne Bertrand, Chicago Booth
School of Business, CEPR IZA and NBER; Sandra E. Black, University of Texas, Austin, IZA and NBER; Sissel Jensen, Norwegian School of Economics;
Adriana Lleras-Muney, UCLA and NBER https://www.utexas.edu/cola/_files/jd25763/norway_boards_5_2014.pdf , http://www.nber.org/papers/w20256
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Self-regulation as a solution
The Finnish government is currently considering if quota legislation is needed in Finland to increase women’s
directorships. Although quotas have been enacted in several European countries, the use of self-regulation, particularly the corporate governance codes, are used even more often to promote women directors. The codes
include different kinds of requirements to take the gender distribution of the board into account. Often the
wording is, however, rather general and does not require concrete results. The recommendation in the Finnish
Code requires results and this is the reason for its effectiveness.
Annex 1 of our last year’s women executives study contains a list of relevant recommendations of corporate governance codes in different European countries.48
The Women’s Day 2014 study conducted by the Finland Chamber of Commerce 49 showed that the ratio of women
on the board of directors does not correlate with the number of women executives in the same company. Any
proactive measures should consider the many factors behind the current situation. One example of measures
is the Mentoring Programme for Women Executives organized by Finland Chamber of Commerce in 2012-2013
and 2014-2015 (the latter still on-going). So far ca. 80 women managers have participated in the Programme
and mentors with experience on company boards and C-suite have acted as mentors. The number of mentees
already equals more than a half of the number of women on C-suite level of listed companies.
The role of the media and opinion leaders is also crucial. The issue has been handled in our previous women
executives studies.

48 http://naisjohtajat.fi/files/2012/05/naisjohtajaselvitys-2013eng.pdf
49 http://kauppakamari.fi/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/womens-day-2014-study.pdf
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WOMEN EXECUTIVES – A WIDER PERSPECTIVE
TO WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP POSITIONS

The discussion on gender representation centers on boards
of listed companies. They are, however, just the tip of the
iceberg. While women’s board memberships in listed companies are on satisfactory level in Finland, it is time to contemplate women’s participation on executive level. The
future board members are to be found among today’s executives.
Quite recently more international attention has been focused on the whole picture. For example, in June 2014
Time50 said the following:
“… a flaw of the corporate board quota system:
too much emphasis is placed on boosting numbers of women on top, instead of the middle. The
theory that more women at the top will inspire
women to strive to the top is problematic if there
are no women to promote. The mid-career space
is where companies need to find solutions to
keep female talent strong.”
Quotas may quickly increase women’s directorships. However, the Norwegian experience shows that quotas have
failed to increase the number of women CEOs and top-level executives. Above we have elaborated how the gender
distribution of a company’s board does not correlate with
the gender distribution of the executive management level.

50 http://time.com/2861431/female-executives-gender-quotas/
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In addition to the number of women CEOs and other executives, attention should be paid to the responsibilities of
women executives. It is an international phenomenon that
women end up leading support functions rather than business operations. This is not a minor detail as support functions do not usually lead to CEO or board positions.
Although women’s share of board positions does not grow
any more at the same pace it did a couple of years ago in
Finland, women’s share of executive and line management
positions continues to grow. This is a very positive sign for
the future.
Executive women still operate mainly in support functions
although less so among the younger generation. Although
this report elaborates some promising figures, work still
needs to be done to give women the same opportunities
to rise to top positions as men have. That is the only way of
securing the best possible resources to lead our companies.

II. WOMEN IN EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEAMS

Women CEOs

Sweden

Despite the increasing number of women board members, an equivalent increase has not been seen in CEO
positions. There is only woman CEO in the Finnish listed companies (Nina Kopola, Suominen Plc, a small cap
company), corresponding to 0.8 per cent of CEOs. The
situation was the same a year ago. In 2011 there was
none.

In Sweden, 5.6 per cent of CEOs of listed companies
are women.53 If the figure is compared to the previous
years’ figures (2 % in 2011, 4.3 % in 2012, 5.5% in 2013),
positive development can be seen while the number is
still low. The situation can be elaborated by the detail
that there are more CEOs whose name is Johan (15 men)
than women and even men called Anders reach women’s number (14). The typical CEO in a listed companys is
a 51-year old male called Johan who has a degree from
Stockholm School of Economics.54

It seems that women’s share of board memberships increases in larger companies while the number of CEOs
decreases.

FEWER WOMEN CEOs IN FINLAND
THAN IN COMPARABLE COUNTRIES
The number of women reaching CEO positions in listed
companies is even lower in Finland than in Sweden, UK
or USA. It should be noted that the quota law has not
increased women CEOs number in Norway as none of
the 32 large cap companies have a woman CEO.51 The
EU average for large companies is 3.3 per cent52 while
Finland has none.

51 http://time.com/2861431/female-executives-gender-quotas/
52 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/gender-equality/files/womenonboards/wob-factsheet_2014_en.pdf

Sources:
http://www.ap2.se/Global/Kvinnoindex/NIS%20AP2%20Kvinnoindex%202014.pdf
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-business/11089789/
FTSE-100-who-are-the-five-women-bosses.html
http://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/women-ceos-fortune-1000 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/newsroom/gender-equality/
news/140924_en.html

53 Andra AP-fondens Kvinnoindex 2014 http://www.ap2.se/Global/Kvinnoindex/NIS%20AP2%20Kvinnoindex%202014.pdf
54 Två steg framåt – ett steg tillbaka, AllBright Rapporten 2013, http://allbright.se/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/AllBrightrapporten-2013.pdf
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UK

Women CEOs often appointed from outside

There are currently five women CEOs in FTSE 100 companies Veronique Laury (Kingfisher), Liv Garfield (Severn
Trent), Moya Greene (Royal Mail), Carolyn McCall (EasyJet) ja Alison Cooper (Imperial Tobacco). 55 The number of women CEOs has varied between three and five
during the past few years.

For 14 years, the international consultancy firm Strategy& has examined CEO turnover and the incoming class
of CEOs at the world’s largest 2,500 public companies.
In its latest report59 published in spring 2014 Strategy looked at its data on women CEOs over the past 10
years. A total of 118 women have entered or left oﬃce at
these companies since 2004. Some trends were found,
such as that women CEOs are still rare — just 3 per cent
of this year’s incoming class.

USA
Few major companies have a woman CEO in the USA
although more often than in Finland. Currently 26 Fortune 500 companies have a woman CEO56 (5.2 %). In less
than ten years some improvement has occurred as in
1996 only one led a Fortune 500 company.57

Other countries
Reporting of women CEOs number is not as easy to find
as women’s directorships. This is one proof how much
the discussion centers on board positions. According to
the European Commission, EU avarage for women CEOs
in large companies is 3.3 per cent.58

Two notable differences were found among male and
female CEOs: women are more often hired from outside
their company, and women are more often forced out
of oﬃce.
Strategy& found that women CEOs are diﬀerent from
their male peers in that they are more often outsiders
— new CEOs hired from outside the company (35% of
women versus 22% of men).
The finding of the study shows that the career pipeline
does not function satisfactorily in companies.
Strategy& also found that among CEOs leaving oﬃce
over the past 10 years, a higher share of women have
been forced out than men (38 percent of women vs. 27
percent of men).

WOMEN CEOs FIRED MORE OFTEN
This finding may have a background in the fact that
women CEOs are more often appointed from outside.
In general the success rate of CEOs appointed from outside is said to be lower than CEOs appointed from inside the company. Another explanation could be the
glass cliff theory developed in the University of Exeter,
where Michelle Ryan and others have found that women are often appointed to lead companies that are facing problems. 60

55 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-business/11089789/FTSE100-who-are-the-five-women-bosses.html
56 http://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/women-ceos-fortune-1000
57 USA Today, Women CEOs slowly gain on Corporate America, 2 January
2009
58 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/newsroom/gender-equality/news/140924_en.htm
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59 http://www.strategyand.pwc.com/global/home/what-we-think/reports-white-papers/article-display/2013-chief-executive-study
60 http://psychology.exeter.ac.uk/research/glasscliff/research/
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Educational background of CEOs
In our previous reports we studied the educational
background of CEOs. The outcome has been that most
CEOs of Finnish listed companies have a master’s degree in either engineering or economics. The situation
has not changed much since.

ENGINEERING WINNING GROUND
According to the Finnish Corporate Code for Listed
Companies the CEO’s education must be disclosed on
the company website and most companies comply
(113). Out of these CEOs 47.8 per cent (43.6 % in 2013,
42.7% in 2011) have a degree in engineering , 48.7 per
cent (50.9% in 2013 and 45.2% in 2011) have a degree in
economics while 8.8 per cent (8.2% in 2013 and 7.2% in
2011) have a degree in law. Further, 6.2 per cent (10.9%
in 2013) of CEOs have some other degree, such as a degree in political science, medicine or agriculture-forestry.

In Sweden half of CEOs of listed companies have a master’s degree in economics.61
Harvard Business Review published in its November
2014 issue a list of the world’s 100 best-performing CEOs. According to the article, 24 out of them had a degree in engineering. This seemed to be considered a
high number.
Several CEOs in Finland have double education 27 (16
CEOs in 2013). The typical combination is university level degree in engineering and education in economics
(9 CEOs). In large listed companies there are more CEOs
with double education than in smaller listed companies.
Obviously the tradition in Finland that engineering is a
common background for CEOs has some impact on the
scarceness of women CEOs since most engineering students are male. According to the Union of Professional
Engineers in Finland 18 per cent of new graduates
in engineering were female but women’s share is
growing.62

61 Två steg framåt – ett steg tillbaka, AllBright Rapporten 2013, http://allbright.se/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/AllBrightrapporten-2013.pdf
62 http://www.uil.fi/portal/page?_pageid=157,24056&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
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Women in executive management

Executive management without women

With proactive measures women’s share of board positions in listed companies has increased significantly
over the past 10 years. The same does not apply to CEOs
while in other executive management positions women’s share is increasing.

Several listed companies still have all-male executive
teams, 29 companies altogether (24%) while last year’s
number was 31 and 27 in 2012. Most of these companies
are small caps but there are two large caps with all-male
executive management teams (4 in 2013).

It is important to notice while women directors’ share
in mid and large cap companies stagnated this year, the
same does not apply to executive team level.
There are 702 persons in the executive management
teams of Finnish listed companies when CEOs are not
taken into account.) and 557 (79.3%) of them are male
and 145 (20.7%) are female. Out of them 44 women are
executives in large caps, 42 in mid caps and 59 in small
caps.

24 % OF COMPANIES HAVE ALLMALE EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
TEAMS
In Sweden a third of listed companies (86 companies)
have no women on their executive management team
in 2013 (100 companies in 2012).65

20.7 % OF EXECUTIVES ARE
WOMEN
In international comparison these figures are excellent.
E.g in Sweden in executive management teams there
are 18.4 per cent women — in large companies women’s share is 19.1 per cent.63 In Germany 7 per cent in
the Vorstand organs are women in DAX 30 companies.64
If this year’s figures are compared the last year’s figures,
positive development can be detected in large and
small caps where women’s share has risen 2-4 percentage points. However, women’s share of executive positions in mid caps has decreased by almost 2 percentage
points.

63 Andra AP-fondens Kvinnoindex 2014 http://www.ap2.se/Global/Kvinnoindex/NIS%20AP2%20Kvinnoindex%202014.pdf
64 http://www.diw.de/de/diw_01.c.486808.de/themen_nachrichten/frauenanteil_in_dax_30_vorst_nden_steigt_wieder.html

65 Två steg framåt – ett steg tillbaka, AllBright Rapporten 2013, http://allbright.se/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/AllBrightrapporten-2013.pdf
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Women in business management
CEOs and executive management teams are in charge
of the operations of listed companies. Executive management teams typically have several members leading business operations of the company as well as some
member(s) in charge of support functions such as finance, HR, communications, IT, sales, marketing, or legal affairs.

MOST WOMEN END UP IN SUPPORT
FUNCTIONS
The division between business operations and support
functions is significant because CEOs and directors are
typically appointed from business management. Most
C-suite women lead support functions such as HR or
communications.

WOMEN COMPRISE 10.3 % OF
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
In Finnish listed companies there are 823 CEOs and executive management team members altogether and
146 of them are women (18%). Without CEOs there are
702 executives and 557 of them are men (79.3%) and
145 women (20.7%).
When CEOs are not taken into account, 426 executives
lead business operations, constituting in average 61
per cent of executive management teams. Out of these
executives 382 are men (89.7 %) and 44 are women
(10.3%).

Very few women executives are in charge of business
operations of listed companies on executive management team level. This is a major factor behind the small
number of women CEOs and women’s minority on
boards.

Gender distribution in Exec. Management teams
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Even though men still have a strong over-representation in business management on the executive team
level, women’s share has increased by 1.5 percentage
point since last year. Women’s share of business management has increased by 1.4 % percentage points
since last year.

MOST WOMEN IN BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT IN SMALL CAPS
Company size matters regarding women’s share of business management positions. Although the overall number of women is still low, we are heading towards the
right direction.

WOMEN’S NUMBER IN EXECUTIVE
POSITIONS IN BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT HAS ALMOST
DOUBLED IN 3 YEARS
As for support functions, the number of both men and
women in executive teams has decreased since 2013. It
seems that business management is emphasized now
more than before in executive management team composition.

The following figure shows the development since 2011.
The figure shows the positive news that the number of
women in business management has almost doubled
in three years.
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Business management by sectors

so in Sweden. Data is not available regarding whether
women’s share of business operations management
positions differs from other executive positions. This
means that support function positions are included in
the following figures. The most women executives in
Sweden can be found in media and healthcare companies (33.3 and 24.9 %) and the least in commodities (13.8
%).66

There is a correlation between a company’s business
sector and the amount of women in executive positions. The largest number of women executives in business management positions are found in consumer
goods and services. Fewer women lead the business
operations in industrial and basic materials sectors.
Women’s share grew most in financing and energy sector since last year.

LEAST WOMEN EXECUTIVES IN
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF BASIC
INDUSTRIES AND INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
66 AP2 Index of Female Representation in publicly
quoted companies: boards, executive managements and employees. A
study conducted by Nordic Investor Services, May 2014 http://www.ap2.se/
Global/Kvinnoindex/NIS%20AP2%20Female%20index%202014_gb.pdf
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Women executives in support functions
For the first time women hold more than 10 per cent of
business management positions on executive team level in Finnish listed companies. Despite the positive development women are still clearly under-represented in
line management. The share of women in support functions is significantly higher – 37 per cent executives in
support functions are women. However, there are major
differences between different support functions.

37 % OF EXECUTIVES IN SUPPORT
FUNCTIONS ARE WOMEN
Women are the majority only in HR (81%). The second
largest share of women executives can be found in marketing and communications (48.6 %).
Almost 40 per cent of Finnish listed companies have
a woman HR director on the executive management
team level (45 women). One fifth of listed companies
have a woman CFO (22). In communications and marketing women’s and men’s number is almost equal.

Women hold 11 of the chief legal officer/general counsel positions on the executive management team level.
Although the figure has decreased by two women since
last year, it still constitutes more than 40 per cent of
general counsels. It should be noted that in the majority of listed companies, particularly in small caps, general counsels/directors of legal affairs are not members
of executive management team. This means that more
than 11 women are general counsels in listed companies but are not members of the executive management team.

81% OF HR-DIRECTORS ARE
WOMEN
It should be noted that even though men have the majority of CFO positions, women’s share is not insignificant (17) per cent of this highly valued position. Three
large caps have a woman CFO.
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Women executives in different countries
Even though women hold a minority of executive positions of Finnish listed companies, our figures are clearly
higher than the EU average of senior executives which
is 11 per cent.67 For example in the German DAX 30 companies women hold only 7 per cent of management
board (Vorstand) positions68 whereas the corresponding figure in Sweden is 18.4 per cent.69 In comparison
with those figures the Finnish figure of 20.7 per cent is
relatively high.
In the UK women hold 8.4 per cent of executive director positions in FTSE 100 companies and 5.1 per cent in
FTSE 250 companies.70
It seems to be an international phenomenon that while
women’s share of directorships increases, the same development does not happen in line management. On
the other hand, in some countries women’s executive

positions are increasing even though women’s share of
directorship in those countries is not increasing equally.
Interestingly, more than 30 per cent of senior management positions of large companies are held by women
in Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Georgia, Poland and Armenia.71

Women executives in different countries
Finland 20.7%
Sweden 18.4%
EU average 11%
UK FTSE 100 8.4%
Germany Dax 7%
Portugal 7%
Spain Ibex 35 4%
Japan 1.6%
Sources in footnotes 27, 30, 32, 67-70.

67 Women and men leadership positions in the European Union, 2013, European Commission (Oct. 2013), Figure 5. http://ec.europa.eu/justice/gender-equality/files/gender_balance_decision_making/131011_women_men_
leadership_en.pdf
68 http://www.diw.de/de/diw_01.c.486808.de/themen_nachrichten/frauenanteil_in_dax_30_vorst_nden_steigt_wieder.html
69 AP2 Index of Female Representation in publicly
quoted companies: boards, executive managements and employees. A
study conducted by Nordic Investor Services, May 2014 http://www.ap2.se/
Global/Kvinnoindex/NIS%20AP2%20Female%20index%202014_gb.pdf
70 Women on boards: 6 month monitoring report - October 2014 https://
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/363077/bis-14-1121-women-on-boards-6-months-monitoring-reportoctober-2014.pdf

In Finland women hold a very large part of HR as well
as marketing and communications director positions
as seen in the following figure including international
comparisons.

71 The Surprising Countries With More Women in Corporate Leadership
Than the U.S.—Or Even Scandinavia http://time.com/2861431/female-executives-gender-quotas/
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THE AGE STRUCTURE OF DIRECTORS AND
EXECUTIVES

Our study produces no surprise as for the age structure of
boards and executive management teams. Most executives
are between 46 to 50 years, and the second largest group
is the 51 to 55 year olds. Women’s share has increased in
almost all age groups compared to our last year’s study.
More development was detected in the younger group of
women. Furthermore, younger women have line management positions more often than the older age groups of
women. On the other hand, no woman was appointed to
a CEO position in a Finnish listed company this year.
The pipeline for women executives continues to be a challenge almost everywhere. For 14 years, the international
consultancy firm Strategy& has examined CEO turnover
and the incoming class of CEOs at the world’s largest 2,500
public companies. In its latest report72 published in spring
2014 Strategy& looked at its data on women CEOs over the
past 10 years and found that women CEOs are more often
hired from outside their company (35% of women versus
22% of men).

72 http://www.strategyand.pwc.com/global/home/what-we-think/reports-white-papers/article-display/2013-chief-executive-study
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Age structure of executives
Most executives in executive management teams are
between 40 to 60 year old. The largest age group is 46
to 50 year olds. In this study we wanted to see if there is
a future promise for more women executives. Indeed,
we found that women’s share of executive management is higher in the younger age groups. The largest
differences regard the oldest age group.
It is especially interesting to study women’s share in
support functions and line management regarding different age groups. When we have divided women into
different age groups, we can notice that a clear majority
of executive women are in support functions with the
exception of the oldest age group (over 60 year old ex-

ecutives).73 As for men the situation is the opposite so
that 70 per cent of men in executive management lead
business operations.

73 However, we found only two over 60 year old women executives.
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There are major differences in the different age groups.
In the age group 51 to 60, 83 per cent of women executives are in support functions and only 17 per cent in
business managements. In the age group of women under 50 the share of support function positions decreases considerably.

YOUNGER WOMEN RISE MORE
OFTEN TO LINE MANAGEMENT
Out of women who are 40 years old or younger, only 63
per cent work in support functions and already 37 per
cent in business management. This difference is significant, especially because an equivalent difference cannot be detected among male executives. When men
age, they work increasingly in business management
functions.

The age group of 51 to 60 year old women seems to
differ from the younger women in two respects: first,
in that age group women’s share among executives is
smaller than in the younger age groups. Secondly, in
that age group more women work in support functions
than in the younger group. Thirdly, most CEOs of listed
companies are 51 to 60 year olds. Women executives in
business management positions in that age group is a
very small group, only 8 women (5 % of business executive leaders of that age group), whereas the equivalent
number of men is 139. So it is no wonder that the CEO
appointments go to men!
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Years in office

The difference of the average length of term between
men and women are at least partially related to the ongoing change: women’s directorships have been increasing during the recent years. In 2013 and 2014, 25
per cent of board elections went to women, which is
higher than women’s average share of board memberships (23 %).

Board
In most Finnish companies the term of the board is one
year and the AGM decides annually the composition of
the board. Naturally most directors are re-elected.
Generally speaking, annual elections increase the possibility to elect women to boards. At least in theory
change can happen quickly, although it is not a goal to
have a high turnover in the board composition.

2013 AND 2014: 25% OF
DIRECTORSHIPS TO WOMEN
The membership has lasted three years at the most for
ca half of directors. This means that a half of current directors have been elected for the first time before 2011.
In those cases men’s share is much larger, 83 per cent.
Equally it can be noted that almost 96 per cent of directorships continuing for more than 10 years belong
to men.

MEN’S DIRECTORSHIPS 5.8 YRS,
WOMEN’S 3.4 YRS
The directorship of current directors has lasted 5.2 years
in average. However, there is a clear difference in the
length of directorships between men and women. For
current male directors the directorship has lasted 5.8
years in average while for women the average is 3.4
years.
The longest directorship in listed companies has lasted 45 years but directorships of more than 20 years are
rare.74

74 Data covers 94% of the board seats in listed companies. Data was not reported by the companies in the remaining 6 %.
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Executive management teams
The length of memberships in executive management
teams varies from less than a year to 23 years. The average length in 2014 is 4.1 years. The figure differs between men and women: the average length of executive team membership for women is 3.7 years while for
men the figure is 4.3 years. The difference is clear but
not as significant as regarding board memberships.
The difference in the length of the membership in the
executive team between men and women is at least
partially related to the ongoing change that more women are being appointed to executive positions. However, it may also be a sign that women’s turnover is higher
than men’s.
The length of service among executive women differs
from less than a year to 18 years while the average is 3.7
years. As many as 62 per cent of the women have been
appointed since 2011.

an exceptionally high turnover among women will work
against this).
Since 2011 as many as 30 per cent of executive appointments have gone to women and 70 per cent to men. In
2014, 39 per cent of appointments have gone to women. These figures indicate a significant trend when compared to the current share of women’s executive positions (20.1%).

2014: 39% OF EXECUTIVE
APPOINTMENTS TO WOMEN
As for 2014 it is remarkable, that 38 per cent of women’s executive appointments have been to line management positions. 75 This figure shows an increasing trend
for line management positions as currently, 31 per cent
of women executives are in line management positions
(10.3 % of all line management positions).

62% OF WOMEN EXECUTIVES
APPOINTED SINCE 2011
According to our statistics, women’s appointments are
more recent in average than men’s appointments. This
means that women’s overall share is increasing (unless

75 Data for the year of appointment was reported for ca 60% of executives.
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Glass Ceiling and Glass Cliff
The previous women executive studies of Finland Chamber of Commerce show that the glass ceiling exists and it
is located at business management on executive management team level. Most women executives are in charge
of support functions. Only 10.3 per cent of executives in charge of business management are women. The glass
ceiling is, however, cracking among the younger generation for women. On CEO level no change is yet visible.
The University of Exeter has studied a phenomenon called the Glass Cliff by researchers such as Michelle Ryan.76
According to the theory, women are more likely to be appointed to leadership positions that are associated with
an increased risk of criticism and failure. Women’s leadership positions can thus be seen as more precarious than
those of men.
It is natural, that leading companies in trouble is insecure and leads more often to being fired than leading businesses in good shape.
When conducting this study we found that many younger women have been appointed to executive positions in
listed companies. However, the overall share of women has not increased considerably, at least not yet. This gives
a reason to wonder if more women than men have been fired or if they have voluntarily given up their executive
positions. The near future will show if women’s share in line management is increasing in a sustainable manner.

76 http://psychology.exeter.ac.uk/research/glasscliff/research/
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Overall view on men and women in executive management teams
Women continue to be a clear minority in the executive
management team of Finnish listed companies. Executive management teams consist of 61 % of executives
are business managers and 39 % are executives that
manage support functions. Men comprise 90 % of all
business managers whereas women represent only 10
%. Women in executive management teams still manage mainly support functions, but it should be notes
that of all executives managing support functions 63 %
are men and 37 % are women.
Looking at the overall composition of executive management teams, 54 % of all executive management
team members are men leading business functions,
25% are men leading support functions, 14 % are women leading support functions and only 6 % are women
leading business functions.

WOMEN LEADING BUSINESS
FUNCTIONS COMPRISE 6 % OF ALL
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEAM
MEMBERS
From the the perspective of women leadership, the
share women in leading business remains low at 6 %.
However, that number has doubled since the first of our
women executives studies conducted in 2011. If we look
at the new executive nominations of this year, we can
also find that the share of women executives in charge
of business functions was 15 %, which is twice the share
of current average.
Future will tell, whether this positive trend will continue
to last. But certainly this is the kind of evolution that we
need in order to have more women as CEOs and board
members.
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Overall view on men and women in executive management teams
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CONCLUSION

Women’s number in executive positions is increasing.
The number of women’s directorships in large listed
companies is very satisfactory in Finland. An encouraging trend was discovered in this year’s study: the younger generation of women has started to find its way to
line management positions. Time will show if the trend
is sustainable. Finland Chamber of Commerce will continue its Women Leaders Program. We will publish studies and surveys in the future and will keep the issue in
the public discussion and act as a change agent.

Why don’t women advance to line management?
The number of women in line management on the executive team level of listed companies is still very low
(10.3%). There is no single reason behind the situation
but many factors. Traditions, attitudes, stereotypes,
women’s choices for education, women’s lacking activity and excessive self-criticism, difficulties of reconciling
working life with private life, insufficient networking
and the lack of role models, mentors and sponsors can
be identified as reasons for the current situation. Even
the educational choices of women have an impact as
too few women study engineering.
The common perception of women’s role in the society
and companies may be a decisive factor. This perception may be seen in the employers’ lacking initiatives
to promote women’s career. On the other hand, women are often over-critical (the so-called confidence gap).
The ambition level of women does not in average equal
men’s ambition level as was shown in Anna Klaile’s recent study among Finnish middle management.77 The
lack of role models is evident.
Women’s share of household work is still considerably
higher than men’s which may make it very difficult to
combine two careers in one family. Also, the very generous family leave system of the Nordic countries does
not promote women’s careers as long as women take
most leaves as is the case in Finland. Domestic help is
not as readily available as in other societies.

number of women executives is not rising while women hold a satisfactory number of directorships. Recently
the Economist called the situation a Nordic mystery.78
Quotas provide no solution to the situation as the Norwegian example shows. Finland Chamber of Commerce
runs a top-level Women Executive Mentoring Programme to remove the lack of mentors.
The reason for the smaller number of women directors
compared to men is simple: far fewer women reach line
management positions on the executive management
team level in listed companies. Most women executives
lead support functions which seldom lead to CEO positions (with the exception of CFO positions).
The unsuitability of quotas to remedy the issue is reflected by the fact that women directors’ background
differs already now considerably from the background
of male directors. Two thirds of male directors have
CEO background while only a third of women have the
same background. On the other hand, almost all directors with background as a general counsel (chief legal
officer) are women even though the majority of general
counsels of listed companies are male.
While so few women have line management experience
in listed companies, 40 per cent quotas would lead to an
ever-increasing number of women with the background
in support functions to be elected to the boards even
though the most sought-after background is leadership
of business operations.
Directorships are the tip of the iceberg. In the Finnish situation where women already hold a satisfactory
number of directorships, measures should be focused
where the real problem lies and that is the executive
level regarding management of business operations.

The Nordic situation has raised attention in the international media recently as it has become evident that the

77 Why are so few women promoted into top management positions? s.
36. 2013, Master’s Thesis, Hanken, Anna Klaile. http://kauppakamari.fi/
wp-content/uploads/2014/10/annaklaile-why-are-so-few-women.pdf

78 http://www.economist.com/news/business/21632512-worlds-most-femalefriendly-workplaces-executive-suites-are-still-male-dominated?fsrc=scn%2Ftw_ec%2Fa_nordic_mystery The article states mistakenly that Finland has introduced similar measures as Norwegian quotas.
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Women Leaders Program of Finland Chamber of Commerce
For already a decade, Finland Chamber of Commerce is committed to actively promote women’s access to top
positions. Promoting women executives through self-regulation is a strategic goal of FCC and we have created
our Women Leaders Program to promote that goal.
Our activities include a top-level Mentoring Programme for Women Executives, annual studies, a dedicated website (www.naisjohtajat.fi), statements, articles and contacts with companies. Finland Chamber of Commerce is
one of the owners of the Corporate Governance Code for listed companies.
This report as well as its predecessors and some other statements of Finland Chamber of Commerce have been
published in English for the international audience. We will continue our efforts to disseminate information on
our challenges and best practices to promote women executives.
Representatives of Finland Chamber of Commerce have presented the Finnish model of increasing women’s
number on corporate boards on many international fora, such as the World Chambers Congress in Doha, Arab
Women’s Leadership Forum in Dubai, Council of Europe, World Bank and on several occasions in Brussels and
Germany. We also have an advisory role in the EU funded project European Women Shareholders Demand Gender
Equality (www.ewsdge.eu).
We find it clear that women executives can be promoted more efficiently through the active measures taken
by the business sector. Government role will not prove to be an efficient tool and cannot replace our actions if
quotas are legislated.
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This is the fourth women executives study of Finland Chamber of
Commerce. It covers all Finnish listed companies. Women’s share
of directorships is on satisfactory level and among the top of the
EU countries. This has been achieved without legislated quotas.
Most executive women are still in support functions but a
positive trend was detected among the younger women who are
increasingly being appointed to line management positions. This
trend gives us a reason to believe that attitudes are changing
and in the future we will have more women in leadership roles.
The change doesn’t happen by itself, however, and Finland
Chamber of Commerce continues its work to promote women
executives through self-regulation. This report is a part of our
Women Leaders Program.

